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1. State Causs Theorem in Electrostatics.
(i) A spherical charge distl ibution of radius R has a constant volt

charge density p.

[a]Calculate the electric lield E[rJ prociuced by the chr
dis tribution when:
i. r<R ii. r=R

wherr.r is thc distance frotn

tb] Show that the electric
distribution when r < R is:

iii. r>R
the centre of the sphere.

potential rp(r)inside the ch;

' sn(r) = .L1;,nz - rzl' 6'u

[cl Find the electrostatic energy of the sphere.

(iil If the electric charge with volume cirarge density p (r) = s + 
Ndistributed in a spherical shell of inner radius R1 and outer rar

R,,
find the expression for the electric field when,

r. /1tft lt. /(r<r<

Assume r is the distance from the

Rz iii. l" > Rz

center of the spherical shell,

3.
2. Show.that in a dielectric material, the bound surface

o;and bound volume charge density pDare given by
Pt' = -i.F
Also show that the displacement vector can be written as:
The symbols have their usual mernirrgs.

A spherical conducting shell has inner radius
The volume betweeu the spherical surfaces
having absolute permittivity,

charge der

n.-. F.,

R, and outer radius

is filled with a med
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where 2 is a constant and r"

on the inner surface and the
Find:

_tor(r)=r+ir
is the radial coordinate. A charge Q is pJaced

outer surface is grounded.

3;(i) The electric field i1r; in the region R, 1r1Rz
.t 

-,':

(iil The displacement vector D (r) in the region Rr ( r ( R, -"-*';-

(iii] The potential differences between the spherical surfaces.

[ivJ Polarization vector F1r; in ti]e region R1 1r 1 Rz

(uJ Bound volume charge densiry.

[vi) Bound surface charge densiry at r = Rr and r = Iiz

A charge of 10 p C exists in a spherical dielectric of relative permittivity
sr = 4,5. Determine the total energy contained in the electric field
outside a radial distance of 10 cm.

3. State Ampere's Circuital Law. Using this law find the magnetic fieid
produced by a uniform current I flowing through a non n.ragnetic hollow
cylindrical conductor with inner radius a and outer radius b for the
following cases:

til r<a (iD a1r<b (iii) r>b
where r is the distance from the axis ofthe cylinder.

If the current density J varies with r according to

k
I (r) - -
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show that the total current flowing in the conductor is:

where /r a constant,

(i) Starting from Gauss theorem in Electrostatics derive first
Maxwell's equation.

o
V.L =-

Eo

tii) Starting from Biot-savart Iaw for magnetic field derive seconr
Maxwell's equation: 

v. ; = o. 6.

[iii] Starting from Faradays law of electromagnetic induction derjr
third Maxwell's equation:

v*r=-€. At
(iv) Starting from the Ampere,s circuital law det.ive the fourth

Maxwell's cqrrdtio l):

Vxa=
The symbols have their usuai

5, Starting from Maxwell,s equation in dielectric medium where p = 0

/ = 0, show that the electric field E satisfies the wave equation:
. Aziv2t-tu"-:!=0

where e,4 have their usual meanir.lgs and cor.tstants.

Consider a plane electric fielcl in a dielectric medium parallel to X,ar
and propagating along Z-axis.

E=Eoiexpi(ur.kz)
where Eo, u and ft are constants.

I =2 tln!
4..

/ - dii\,"\l*," *)
meanings.
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dielectric medium H

Iii) A plane electric field travelling in a perfect dielectric medium is

given by: Er(2, t) = 70 cos(Ztr x 107 t - ! z) V m-1

Ia] Determine the velocity of propagation

(bl Find the associated Magnetic fieid intensity H ifp = po

6. The electric field E in a matter satjsfies the following equation,

vrE = e,"{+ rpal!dt dtt
where tire symbols have their usual meanings

[i] Consider the solution of the above wave equation

i = fiortgt-tt")

(a) Show that k and o satisfy the dispersion relation:
k2 = uz pe * iulto

(r] tjsing the Maxwell's equation show that jn a

tiL'lo is givcn by: 1i- l,r, U'1!s'

(b)Show that the skin d'epth zo in a conductor is give

F
.o - t-

llluo
iiD When the electric wave is travelling in an ionized

c - c .-.1 ,, 
- 

,,

[a] Show that the dispersion relation becomes

k2 = tottu.2(, -{)\ u"/
and the symbols have their usual meanings.

nby

gas where

;tJir3{<

(b)Determine the refl'active index olthe medium.
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